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Abstract 

Cloud Computing has successfully managed to advertise itself as one of the fastest growing service models on the 

Internet. Many large scale IT providers, share their data centers, through virtualization concepts, for the public 

consumption of their computational resources. As a result, cloud consumers can minimize many startup financial 

overheads plus receive an increase in the availability for their cloud-hosted applications, monitoring process against 

unwanted network traffic for applications. In this work when intruder is detected, then automatically user will get alert 

to mobile via sms so that user can login and block that person.  
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1. Introduction 

Cloud Computing has successfully managed to advertise itself as one of the fastest growing 

service models on the Internet. Many large scale IT providers, share their data centers, through 

virtualization concepts, for the public consumption of their computational resources. As a result, cloud 

consumers can minimize many startup financial overheads plus receive an increase in the availability and 

scalability for their cloud-hosted applications. Moreover, cloud consumers can enjoy on-demand service 

with the ease of Pay-As-You-Go subscription. As the number of cyber attacks against social networks and 

large internet enterprises continues to rise, organizations are questioning the safety of moving their 

computational assets toward the cloud. Traditional network security mechanisms face new challenges in the 

cloud such as virtual machine intrusion attacks and malicious user activities. New security methods are 

therefore needed to increase users' level of trust in clouds. Security in the cloud is a joint responsibility 

between the cloud provider and the cloud clients who own the data. The clients also need to make sure that 

they are in full control regarding the protection methods for their data. Furthermore, the reputation of the 

cloud providers can be damaged due to misconduct behaviors from the cloud customers themselves in such 

a fate-sharing environment. Therefore, cloud providers need to protect their customers and themselves 

against these new types of risks. Consequently, cloud consumers need to control the security tools that 

protect their virtual existence over the cloud and extend this protection by supervising their own network 

access policies and threat scenarios.  
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 Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an essential security tool for many network infrastructures. 

IDS is used to detect system intruders and legitimate users who abuse their system privileges. Typically, 

IDS monitors the network traffic for the system being observed looking for any security threats. The 

definition of a threat is either defined in the form of logical rules (signatures) of known attacks or as a 

deviation from normal system behavior. If there is a match between a network traffic pattern and a 

definition of a threat, an event is generated and an alarm is issued. Then, a security administrator or the 

intrusion engine itself takes an action based on a pre defined action plan. Generally, data storage is used to 

store all captured events for further analysis purposes. 

 

 Cloud consumers typically deal with a hostile environment and utilize large amounts of data that 

still require more than a basic IDS service. A cloud-based IDS service has to offer a full administrative 

control of its components and logs. Furthermore, traditional IDS sensors cannot cope with the large amount 

of data in the cloud. Therefore, multiple sensors have to be created and registered on the fly based on the 

traffic load of the monitored system. This feature can take advantage of the elasticity characteristic of the 

cloud. Finally, an IDS has to support the distributed nature of cloud resources. For instance, a cloud 

application can consist of multiple assets that are scattered among different cloud regions or outside the 

cloud. A centralized management location of the IDS has to be able to monitor and report any harmful 

activities targeting these multiple locations. 

In the Cloud Computing environment, an IDS is still essential. Cloud consumers can not always 

just depend on the cloud providers’ security infrastructure. They may need to monitor and protect their 

virtual existence by implementing IDS with other network security technologies like firewalls, access 

controls and data encryption within the cloud fabric. Consequently, cloud consumers need to be able to 

deploy detection systems within their virtual boundaries. The IDSaaS reliability is implemented by 

protecting multiple copies of the accumulated alerts and stores them in an off-cloud location. 

2. Objective 

• To design cloud-based service that provides cloud consumers with intrusion detection capabilities. 

• To develop an Alert Management component that is used as a GUI tool to view the generated 

alerts and correlate them. 

 

3. Related Work 

 

Traditional network security measurements face new challenges in the cloud such as virtual machine 

intrusion attacks and malicious user activities. New security measures are therefore needed to increase 

users' level of trust in clouds. Currently, cloud providers enforce data encryption for the storage containers, 

virtual firewalls and access control lists. However, cloud consumers need to develop secure and 

customizable solutions to comply with their application requirements. For example, an attack classified as 

SQL injection with the ability to control the host operating system targeting the business application may 

wish to impose a combination of application and system level policies. The current security mechanisms 

from the cloud providers are not intended to enforce this level of constraints so additional measurements 

are required. 

 

Paper [1], introduces that in a public cloud computing environment, consumers cannot always just depend 

on the cloud providers’ security infrastructure. They may need to monitor and protect their virtual existence 

by implementing their own intrusion detection capabilities along with other security technologies within the 

cloud fabric. Also, cloud consumers may want to collect network traffic and log them for further analysis. 
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This can help them in writing tailor-made attacking scenarios specifically designed based on the nature of 

the application they want to protect. The Intrusion Detection as a Service (IDSaaS) targets security of the 

infrastructure level for a public cloud (IaaS) by providing intrusion detection technology that is highly 

elastic, portable and fully controlled by the cloud consumer. These features allow cloud consumers to 

protect their cloud-based applications from security threats and unauthorized intruders. IDSaaS, which is 

shown in Fig 1, assists cloud consumers with securing their virtual machines by deploying an intrusion 

detection system in public clouds. It protects them against attacks initiated from any external source over 

the internet in addition to those originating from inside the cloud. Here, cloud consumers implement the 

applications they want to protect in the form of Virtual Machine Instances (VMI) within a secure virtual 

network (V-LAN). Concurrently, IDSaaS components can be placed in the same V-LAN to guard these 

valuable assets. 

                                    
Fig1: IDSaaS in the Cloud 

Fig 2 demonstrates the network setup and the deployment of IDSaaS components to the EC2 cloud. For 

example, the Ids Core SG security group is used to define the permitted network services that can be run on 

the attached virtual machine instances. In this example, the IdsCoreVm is adjusted. with network protocols 

and ports of the Ids Core SG represented by the directed arrows. As a result, HTTP and SSH services are 

permitted to access the IdsCoreVm from any address over the internet and the Ids Mgr SG security group, 

respectively. Similarly, HTTP and MySQL requests are allowed to be initiated towards AppSG and Ids 

Mgr SG security groups, respectively. The AppSG security group describe the permissible services for 

multiple virtual machine instances. These VMs are presented as the protected business application, like the 

web and database servers. Finally, the Ids Mgr SG security group is controlling the network services for the 

manager component of the IDSaaS (MgrVm). 

 
Fig 2: IDSaaS Implementation in EC2 
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Paper [2] presents Cloud Computing is the newly emerged technology of Distributed Computing System. 

Cloud Computing user concentrate on API security & provide services to its consumers in multitenant 

environment into three layers namely, Software as a service, Platform as a service and Infrastructure as a 

service, with the help of web services. It provides service facilities to its consumers on demand. These 

service provided can easily invites attacker to attack by Saas ,Paas, Iaas. Since the resources are gathered at 

one place in data centers in cloud computing, the DDOS attacks such as HTTP & XML in this environment 

is dangerous & provides harmful effects and also all consumers will be affected at the same time. These 

attacks can be resolved & detected by a proposed methodology, “Securing cloud from DDOS attacks using 

intrusion detection system in virtual machine”.  

 

Paper [3], A variety of convenient services have been provided by cloud computing to end users. So 

providing safe and reliable service assurance is quiet important. Many Network-based intrusion detection 

systems (NIDS) are used to obtain the packets from the cloud. It has lower detection rate, higher false 

positive rate and is unable to resist the single point attack of failure. In this paper, multiple intrusion 

detection systems (IDSs) are deployed in each layer of cloud infrastructure for protecting each Virtual 

Machine (VM) against threats. Also the cloud alliance concept by the communication agents exchanging 

the mutual alerts to resist the single point attack of failure. The simulation results indicate that the proposed 

system have a higher detection rate, lower false-positive rate and can resist the single point attack of failure.  

 

Paper [4] introduces new architecture is defined that uses the basic principles of cloud computing, 

virtualization and applies them to intrusion detection systems, in order to protect cloud networks 

characterized by a constantly changing underlying infrastructure and physical topology. Goal of this paper 

is to define a process and a novel architecture that minimizes the security risk in distributed networks, 

implementing the principle that network security and reliability is not a “product,” but a well defined 

“process”.  

 

 Paper [5] introduces a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is an alarm system for networks. NIDS 

monitors all network actions and generates alarms when it detects suspicious or malicious attempts. A false 

positive alarm is generated when the NIDS misclassifies a normal action in the network as an attack. They 

present a data mining technique to assist network administrators to analyze and reduce false positive alarms 

that are produced by a NIDS.  

 

4. Proposed System 

We propose the Intrusion Detection System as a Service (IDSaaS) framework, which is a network 

and signature based IDS for the cloud model. IDSaaS mainly targeting the IaaS level of the cloud. 

However, other  levels of the cloud can be monitored such as the SaaS level. Therefore, the IDSaaS 

primary task is to monitor and log suspicious network activities in public clouds. The major contribution 

for this work is a scalable, reliable and customizable cloud-based service that provides cloud consumers 

with IDS capabilities regardless of the cloud model. IDSaaS administrators have the abilities to monitor 

and react to attacks on multiple VMs residing within a consumer’s Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), and to 

identify specific attacking scenarios based on their application needs. Moreover, the system can adapt its 

performance to the traffic load by activating the on-demand elasticity feature. For example, the number of 

the available IDS Core components can change based on the amount of traffic targeting the protected 

business application. Furthermore, IDSaaS components can be scaled to protect virtual machines residing 

in different cloud regions. These features are designed with the consideration of the cloud environment. 

The IDSaaS reliability is implemented by protecting multiple copies of the accumulated alerts and stores 

them in an off-cloud location. 
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4.1 Overview of modules 

 

User module: A person should register to system to become an authorised user then user can login with 

user name and password and then user will get one more level of security where they should enter their 

favorite subject, if that is correct then user will be able to view his profile. Where user can view friend’s 

posts and can post massage or image to their friends. User can search and send friend request and also 

accept friend request which they get. Users can block intruder by viewing intruders and hacker intruders 

list. 

 

Admin module: Admin will login with user name and password. Admin can view all the registered users of 

system and can view intruders in the system and block then from using system. 

 

Alert management module: The Alert Management component is used as a GUI tool to view the generated 

alerts and correlate them. User will get notification via sms if intruder try to hack their information. 

  

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Cloud consumers require to protect their cloud applications from various types of cyber attacks. 

An intrusion detection system is still a fundamental module to complete the security architecture for many 

networks. However, the current security implementations offered by the cloud providers do not allow 

complete control over different components of the IDS service in the cloud. Cloud consumers want to place 

the IDS sensors into different regions within or outside the cloud. This can expand the monitoring process 

against unwanted network traffic especially for distributed applications. Furthermore, application 

administrators want to collect IDS logs regarding security breaches and cautiously analyze them. This step 

is necessary to build an inclusive understanding about any security incident targeting users' application in 

the cloud. IDSaaS users can place different number of IDS sensors to examine the traffic targeting the 

monitored business applications. Also, IDSaaS administrators can write customized attacking signatures 

and gather security alerts for further analysis. In addition, IDSaaS can utilize the shared community-based 

attacking signatures to increase its knowledge-based database. Moreover, multiple intrusion engine nodes 

enforce the system scalability feature and increase its availability. Finally, the IDSaaS reliability is 

implemented by protecting multiple copies of the accumulated alerts and stores them in an off-cloud 

location. 
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